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support people affected by substance 

misuse to make positive change.
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In my annual statement over the past few years 
I have focused on the critical impact of high lighting 
the positive benefits of recovery; the happiness and 
sense of wellbeing, indeed the fun that can be had 
in recovery. Whilst this remains close to my heart, it 
would be remiss of me not to mention the difficult 
times that confront not only substance misuse but 
the whole of the health and social care sector. 

At a time of significantly reducing budgets and 
uncertainty the sector is arguably facing the most 
challenging times in its history. Since the year end 
we have seen the collapse of one of the longest 
established voluntary organisations in the substance 
misuse field, Lifeline. This is a salutary reminder that 
we operate in an increasingly business orientated 
environment and we need to be cognisant of this 
as we develop as organisations.

As with all charities in the sector ADS have been 
working hard to develop a strategy to negotiate the 
environment while continuing to stay true to its values, 
and deliver high quality services to those in need. 
This has proved both a challenge and an opportunity.

This year we have grown and seen the successful 
establishment of newly won contracts in the East 
Riding and Doncaster. This has enabled us to further 
develop our partnership working and innovative 
ways of supporting recovery. The role that peer 
mentors can play in recovery is well established but 
we also believe that mentors from the community 
can play a key role in supporting integration and; 
this year 50% of the graduates from the Doncaster 
mentor programme were from the community.

As the pattern and type of drugs used changes and 
services focus on changing to meet these new 
developments, it is all the more important that we 
promote what the positive benefits in recovery are. 
There is no better example of this than the annual 
Recovery Games. Delivered with our partners 
Rotherham Doncaster and South Humber NHS 
Trust, the games are a day of fun and celebration.
The images produced so powerfully illustrate the 
joy of recovery that they featured on the front cover 
of the Recovery Month edition of DDN this year.
So while the environment continues to be uncertain, 
difficult and changing we continue to keep our focus 
on why it is we do what we do. I believe that doing 
this ensures that our strategic approach to managing 
the business will be in line with and support the values 
and objectives we hold dear. ADS have a long history 
of partnership working and whilst the coming year will 
continue to be challenging, I believe that the solution 
to continuing the delivery of high quality services in the 
current difficult times lies in a partnership approach, 
an approach ADS are well placed to deliver.

Finally, none of this would be possible without the 
vision, passion and professionalism of everyone who 
works for ADS. As I visit services attending graduations 
and celebrations, the smiles on the faces of people and 
the hope for the future remind me just how special the 
work we do is. Thank you. I look forward to working 
with you to make a difference to people in what 

promises to be another challenging but exciting year.

_

Tim Young
Chief Executive > The Alcohol & Drug Service

Steve Henderson stepped down earlier this year from 
holding two key roles of Chairman and Treasurer. Steve 
had been around ADS as Treasurer for well over a 
decade and his experience, expertise and contribution 
have been very important during a time of recession 
and austerity. At a time when he had significant work 
commitments Steve found himself as both Treasurer 
and Chairman at ADS for a year but managed to 
successfully fulfil those roles and was always available 
when he was needed. We have been very fortunate 
to have had Steve’s contribution and we wish him 
well for the future.

In saying farewell to Steve, we must welcome to the 
board Andrew Cooke as our new Treasurer and also 
Lorna Wakefield who brings a wealth of experience of 
social care. The composition of the board is as strong 
as I have ever known it, with all the key areas of our 
operations covered by a board member with relevant 
expertise in the field. I believe we are in a good place 
to support the Chief Executive and take the charity 
forward.

Finally, I would like to offer my personal thanks to the 
Board, for their patience and guidance as I try and find 
my feet in the role of Chairman, and also, dare I say, 
thank them for allowing me this opportunity to meet 
more of the fantastic people who make up ADS!

 _

Jonathon Boddy
Chair > Board of Trustees

Having taken over as Chairman of ADS in March 
this year it is fair to say that the past few months 
have been something of a steep learning curve for me. 
It has, however, been an entirely positive experience 
and whilst there are many challenges ADS remains 
a positive and vibrant organisation and continues 
to deliver crucial services to people who want to 
make positive change in their lives. 

The environment in which ADS operated through 
2016 has been and continues to be, to say the least, 
challenging. The organisations within our world and their 
structures have seen significant change and remain in 
a constant state of flux. Whilst the need for what ADS 
does continues to grow the funding for the services 
we provide remains in desperately short supply. Trends 
in substances are complex and change rapidly; the 
substances, their source, who is using them and their 
effects must be constantly monitored and assessed. 

ADS has to make sense of all of this and find a way 
forward by; 

• developing and strengthening partnerships and, 
 where we can, using our expertise to influence 
 decision makers
• by making the best use of the financial resources 
 available to us 
• and most importantly by supporting and enabling 
 our staff to provide the best help and support 
 possible to those who want to make that positive 
 change in their lives.

Given all of the challenges it is enormously pleasing 
to be able to say that ADS is in a far stronger position 
than it was going into the 2016 -17 year. Contract 
wins have given greater financial stability and there is 
clear evidence from the last year showing that ADS 
continues to succeed in its mission making a difference 
by helping people to make positive change in their 
lives, helping them to find a way out.

During this year I have managed to get out and about 
and see some of the work that ADS does and meet 
some of the staff delivering services. Seeing the 
commitment, the professionalism, the energy and 
the passion for the work they do has been a humbling 
and uplifting experience. On behalf of the board I 
would like to thank them for their efforts.

The contribution of the central team to the overall 
success of the charity has been and continues to 
be vital. At the head of that team has been Tim Young, 
our Chief Executive. Looking back to the start of 
2016 - 17 the situation was hugely challenging.  
Thankfully we have moved forward a significant 
distance and whilst there are still challenges ahead 
we are now in a far stronger position than we were 
in March 2016. A huge amount of credit for that must 
go to Tim for his judgement, his leadership and his 
commitment to the ADS cause. I would also like 
to place on record thanks to Sally Grunnill, Head of 
Finance for her efforts around the financial planning 
and her support to Tim.
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Nicola - it really is possible to change

 _

_

I’m beginning to like 
the new me.

After an unhappy childhood and fleeing an abusive 
relationship, Nicola turned to prostitution 17 years ago 
to support her young children. To block out the guilt and 
shame she felt about her chosen profession, she turned 
to drink and drugs and soon became addicted to heroin.
Her life spiralled out of control and she turned to crime 
to fund her habit. She spent short periods of time in 
prison, and as a result she lost her children into care 
and adoption.

Despite coming off methadone she continued to be a 
sex worker, but became addicted to other drugs, and 
eventually hit rock bottom and received a lengthy 
prison sentence.

“I hated the person I’d become and it was either end 
up dead, or go to prison, that was how bad it had got.
I’d tried unsuccessfully before to get off drugs, but I 
never really dealt with the reasons why I used them in 
the first place, and always returned back to my 
old ways.”

“This time I’d had enough of my lifestyle and really 
wanted to make the change, and one day in prison a 
very special lady called Leah Halker from the charity 
Changing Lives came to see me. She told me the 
services do work, but you have to be ready and willing 
to let them – and I’d never really considered it that way 
before.”

On release Nicola went to Aspire Drug and Alcohol 
Service’s Structured Day Programme at New 
Beginnings in Balby.

“Thanks to Leah, I got the start I needed and here at 
New Beginnings I’ve had the time to recover properly. 
I’m really dealing with the root causes of all my 
problems and learning about what makes me tick.

“The staff here challenge me out of my comfort zone 
and help me manage every day feelings and emotions 
without the need for drugs or drink, and I’m proud to 
say I’ve been total abstinent for over eight months now 
without any relapses.”

“I know I won’t go back to my old life, I’ve had so 
many positive experiences over the past few months 
and it’s so good to wake up every morning with a 
clear head, feeling healthy. Thanks to support from 
Riverside Housing, I’ve got somewhere to live and 
I’m integrating back into the community. I’m building 
good relationships with my children and starting to 
believe in myself. I’m beginning to like the new me.”

Looking to the future Nicola wants to help others to 
change their lives. She is already supporting Doncaster’s 
Amber Project, volunteering her time to visit working 
girls in hostels to share her own experiences and 
demonstrate that change really is possible.

“I want to put all I’ve learned into helping someone 
who thinks the system doesn’t work –  or there’s no 
way out  – and give something back to the community.”

“People said about me ‘once a junkie, always a junkie’, 
but thanks to the amazing support I’ve received and 
my own determination to turn my life around, I’m able 
to hold my head up high today and prove it really is 
possible to change.”

“I hope sharing my story might make people see 
behind every addict, there’s a real person and more 
importantly encourage people like me to take that 
first step towards a new, happier life.”
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Celebrating  
Recovery
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In the wider community visible recovery is one 
way of reaching people earlier and nurturing the 
belief that recovery is possible. One of the ways 
we make recovery visible is through celebrations. 
From graduation ceremonies at our Structured Day 
Programmes in Aspire Doncaster and The East 
Riding Partnership to presentation of awards for 
achievements such as our Peer Mentor training 
graduation ceremonies, to much larger scale events 
like the national recovery walk that we support 
every year - and not forgetting our own brilliant 
and successful annual Recovery Games. 

Such events bring together the recovery community, 
re-enforce existing networks and build new ones and 
provide fun for those in recovery and their friends and 
families.   

We believe it is vital to celebrate recovery and the 
achievements of those in recovery. Nurturing a sense 
of pride in those people in recovery builds recovery 
capital and provides a visible example of success 
demonstrating that recovery is possible. This provides 
hope for others and a positive image to the wider 
community. 

Through our award ceremonies and open days we 
are making recovery visible and more accessible.  
We show that individuals who were once troubled and 
excluded by the stigma associated with addiction are 
turning their lives around and becoming positive and 
contributing members of our society.

Hope, inspiration and recovery 

aspirations are passed on 

to others 

 _
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Award Ceremonies

Throughout the year we celebrate groups of learners 
successfully graduating in levels one and two of our 
Aspire course and our Peer Mentor training course 
which is a nationally recognised award accredited by 
Certa. Adding these qualifications to your CV is for 
many, the first step on a pathway which can build 
assets to support the search for further education 
and training or employment.
(Photos 1-5)

Visible Recovery

A 30-strong group of Doncaster people travelled 
to the north-west to fly the flag for the borough at 
Europe’s largest public celebration of recovery from 
drug and alcohol problems.

Service users, staff, families and friends of Aspire 
boarded their own ‘Recovery Bus’ to take the trip 
to Halton in Cheshire to attend the 8th annual UK 
Recovery Walk, joining thousands of other people 
in recovery, along with family and friends and the 
services that provide them with support.
The annual Recovery Walk is part of a whole host 
of activities to celebrate Recovery Month, which 
falls each September. It’s where people who have 
reclaimed their lives from addiction to live happy 
and healthy lives in long-term recovery promote and 
celebrate what being in recovery actually means, 
to the public at large as well as those who are still 
suffering. (Photo 6)

The Recovery Games

Teams from ERP, Foundations and Aspire attended 
the annual Recovery games. The event organised by 
ADS and our partner Rotherham Doncaster and South 
Humber NHS Foundation Trust (RDaSH) promotes 
fun in recovery, making connections and building 
recovery networks. Bringing people together in the 
local community to celebrate has many far reaching 
benefits including extending the networks across 
communities and supporting resilience and 
community spirit. (Photos 7-39)

This year we completed our 3rd event in which more 
than 600 people from all over Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, 
Lancashire and as far away as Glasgow came to 
celebrate being drug and alcohol free.  

The success of the Recovery Games was recognised 
this year as it made the front cover of The Drink and 
Drug news Recovery Month edition. 

Visit drinkanddrugsnews.com/october-2016/ to view 
the publication. It’s a great read!

Open Days

We regularly hold open days at our services which 
bring together members of the community and their 
families with service users to celebrate recovery, 
dispel some of the myths and stereotypes and to 
show off our outstanding facilities.
(Photo 40 - 42)

http://drinkanddrugsnews.com/october-2016/


Pete's Recovery Story

 _

“I first started drinking at the age of 16 which was more 
experimental and to be accepted with my peers, looking 
back this was common with a lot of my friends and was 
supposedly normal. 

When I was 18 years old and able to frequent the local 
pubs and clubs in the local area it became my favourite 
pastime and fitted in with me playing football for the 
local pub teams.

I was always going out for a drink afterwards, either to 
celebrate a victory or console a loss, this routine carried 
on for quite a few years and gradually become my main 
focus in life, I was always using the first excuse or 
reason to drink, it had become my crutch.

Three years ago my crutch was required more than ever 
when our youngest son passed away suddenly at the 
age of 16, within weeks I had moved on from drinking 
lager to drinking vodka, Alcohol had now become a 
huge dependence, it was at this point I was at a loss 
what to do, I knew I needed help but could not see my 
life without alcohol, eventually I saw my GP and was 
signposted in to treatment. 

Eventually I spent 8 months in residential rehab, on 
returning home I believed I was fixed and had done 
a belt and braces job on my structure and exit plan.
I felt I didn’t need to attend recovery meetings as I 
had done enough of these; I lasted 6 months and 
then relapsed. 

I realised where I had gone wrong and after 
having another detox I engaged in the Community 
Rehabilitation Programme at East Riding Partnership.
From there I have completed my peer mentor training 
I have found this hugely beneficial in keeping in touch 
with recovery, and giving something back, never 
forgetting I am in recovery”. 

_

I knew 
I needed 
help but 
could 
not see 
my life 
without 
alcohol.
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The East Riding Partnership

Within East Riding Partnership the Changes Service 
recruit peer mentors who are in recovery from 
addiction. Peer mentors are committed to the principle 
of mutual aid and believe this type of support is 
beneficial to supporting people in their recovery 
journey. Our overall aim is to provide as much 
opportunity as possible at various levels and interests 
for service users to get involved. 

In the year of the Hull City of Culture 2017 peer 
mentors have taken service users on activities around 
all the museums of Hull to support their five ways to 
wellbeing. This has been a tremendous success in 
supporting their recovery helping them realise what 
activities can be undertaken at little cost whilst also 
being rewarding to their own wellbeing.
 
In one of our recovery HUBs a service user has 
created our very own recovery peacock. Service users 
can place their thoughts about their recovery journey 
on the tail of the peacock. These words of strength 
help others to stay motivated in their recovery.  
(Photo 1)

We now offer the opportunity for service users in 
Bridlington to engage in a breakfast club. Held weekly, 
the breakfast club gives service users the opportunity 
to discuss any issues they face whilst exploring 
solutions together. The breakfast club also provides 
advice and guidance on nutritional needs in order to 
support a healthier diet. Our local Morrison’s support 
us with donations of breakfast bars and cereals 
each week.

North East Lincolnshire

There’s nothing better than getting out and enjoying 
the fresh air and at Foundations we have an allotment 
which is available to all service users. It’s not just 
about digging up the weeds; it’s about making friends 
with other people in recovery, meeting people in the 
community, getting outdoors and having some fun. 
It gives a great sense of achievement. We even 
have hens that lay fresh eggs.

We encourage people to come down to the plot and 
take ownership of a small area and use it to grow their 
own vegetables. During our last growing season we 
grew tomatoes and cucumbers in the poly tunnel, 
lettuce, potatoes, onions and leeks to name but a few. 
Last harvest festival our crop was so good that we had 
a surplus of fruit and vegetables which we donated 
to the women’s aid centre.(Photos 2 - 4)

During the year the allotment won the 2016 Marsh 
Trust National Award for Exceptional Activity in the 
Field of Recovery. Chris made the trip to London to 
receive the award on behalf of everyone who had 
made it such a success. 

Over the year we’ve offered a range of other activities 
including re-launching our Womens Group and 
increasing the amount of meetings and the variety of 
activities we offer. These have included arts and crafts 
sessions and time on the allotment. The group is a 
great way for people to come together in a positive 
environment where they feel safe to reflect on their 
past and are open and supportive of each other.
(Photo 5, 6 and 7)
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Treatment and recovery isn’t just about learning how 

to control substance use. We believe having fun and 

enjoying life with friends and family are critical to 

sustainable recovery.

 _

Our weekly yoga group has been a resounding 
success too with everyone who has attended speaking 
highly of the benefits. The sessions bring together 
breathing techniques, guided meditation and yoga 
moves. All designed to help relaxation and easing the 
body of aches and pains. (Photos 8, 9 and 10)

Doncaster

Physical activity is a great way for people to manage 
the stresses of everyday life whilst greatly benefitting 
physical health and wellbeing. Through physical activity 
people can look better, feel better and minimize the 
chances of slipping back into drug and alcohol use. 
Our service user groups have been enjoying a range of 
physical activities including rock climbing. This activity 
both indoors and outdoors has proved to be great 
preparation for the Recovery Games. (Photos 11 - 18)

The group also put their best feet forward by taking 
part in a number of events to mark May’s National 
Walking Month. They got their walking boots on and 
headed out on a number of walks to not only mark 
the month but to get in their exercise. The group of 
staff and service users followed the Tour de Yorkshire 
Doncaster route and had a great time. There’s nothing 
better than going on a walk and enjoying the fresh 
air, seeing the countryside and wildlife. (Photo 19)

Activities

These are the positives, the rewards of recovery and 
the things that create a sense of wellbeing. It sends 
the message that being in recovery is about more 
than avoiding and changing destructive behaviour, 
that recovery is positive and about living a fulfilling 
life, smiling and enjoying achievements. 

Learning how to build friendships, have fun and 
constructively fill your time are as important in the 
long term as controlling drug and/or alcohol use is 
in the short term.   

In each of our localities service user activities play 
a key role in recovery and provide the opportunity to 
have fun, try new things, discover new opportunities 
and learn how to be in a social situation.

Developing networks not centred on treatment 
services increases independence from services and 
aids recovery.
Service user controlled budgets support service 
users direct involvement with activities. 

We provide a service-user ‘Recovery Fund’. Funds 
are released to a local steering group of service-users 
with the authority to spend as they agree, giving direct 
control over activities, innovations and developments.
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A Partnership 
Approach

Services

Our mission is to ‘work in partnership to support 
people to make positive change’ and we initiate and 
sustain recovery in partnership with service users. 
We have been practicing this for some 20 years and 
deliver all our services in formal partnerships with 
other organisations. In addition there are a range of 
specific organisation we actively engage to support 
recovery including, education, training, accommodation 
and mental health. With our eye of the next generation 
we also work with higher education institutions to 
ensure that the next generation of professionals are 
well qualified and understand the substance misuse.
We believe that sustainable and resilient recovery 
is achieved within the wider community and our 
philosophy of partnership informs our approach to this 
as we seek to reduce barriers and engage the wider 
community as a whole. 

In The East Riding our local service is delivered in 
partnership with The Humber NHS Foundation Trust 
and is known as The East Riding Partnership (ERP).  
We provide a range of substance misuse services to 
adults across the East Riding of Yorkshire.

In North East Lincolnshire our local service is delivered 
in partnership with Rotherham Doncaster & South 
Humber NHS Foundation Trust and Care Plus Group, 
and is known as Foundations. We deliver a whole 
system approach for drugs and alcohol including Young 
Peoples Service, Shared Care, Specialist Service, 
Criminal Justice Services, Direct Access Advice 
Information and Needle Exchange.

In Doncaster our local service ASPIRE is 
delivered in partnership with Rotherham Doncaster 
& South Humber NHS Foundation Trust and includes 
local subcontractors. We deliver a whole system 
approach for drugs and alcohol which includes 
Shared Care, Specialist Service, Criminal Justice 
Services, Direct Access Advice Information, 
Needle Exchange, Structured Day Programme 
and inpatient detoxification.

Doncaster 

The service in Doncaster was retendered this year. 
Together with our partner the Rotherham, Doncaster 
and South Humber NHS Foundation Trust (RDaSH) we 
developed a unique recovery model based on our three 
community approach. Supported within an operational 
‘hub’ and ‘spoke’ structure, this has brought services 
into communities improving access and integration.

The services recovery focus has been enhanced and 
the very popular annual Recovery Games a regional 
event celebrating recovery continues to grow in 
popularity every year.  

North East Lincolnshire (Foundations)

After a very significant reduction in the budget at the 
point of retender the new service model and staffing 
structure now embedded has resulted in a year on 
year improvement in performance for the past three 
years. The service is now performing on or above the 
national average.

Many new and innovative approaches have been 
developed within Foundations including the addition 
of groups based options for service users. However 
there are many things which remain such as the 
popular service user allotment which continues to 
be maintained and produce fresh fruit, vegetables 
and flowers. The allotment has donated produce to 
a number of organisations in the area increasing the 
visibility of recovery. 

The East Riding

The new service was mobilised this year and a new 
structure and model introduced. Working from ‘hubs’ 
the integrated system has reduced barriers and 
enabled the smooth and timely movement for each 
service user on their recovery journey.  

Despite the restructure the service has continued to 
maintain its position as the best performing in the 
Yorkshire and Humber
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Quality

CQC

Services we deliver in partnership with Rotherham 
Doncaster and South Humber NHS Trust including Aspire 
and Foundations have been rated ‘Good’ by health 
watchdog, the Care Quality Commission. (Photos 1 and 2)

CQC inspectors visited the services towards the end of 
2016 and found that our services were safe and effective. 

They highlighted a number of areas including;

• Recovery plans reflected the needs of the clients, 
 were strength based and recovery focused.

• Psychosocial therapies were available to clients as 
 per national guidance

• Relationships with pharmacists meant staff could 
 be notified electronically if a client missed a dose 
 of medication within 24 hours.

• Client outcomes and progress were monitored using  
 treatment outcomes profiles and the drug and alcohol 
 recovery star.

• Peer mentor schemes were established across the 
 services with clients taking part in a comprehensive 
 training package and receiving continued support 
 from volunteer coordinators.

WIB 2017

Congratulations to Jenny our Business Support Officer, 
winner of the Women in Business Worldwide 2017 
Healthcare Awards for Best Community Alcohol & Drug 
Awareness Initiative & Excellence Award for Recovery 
Community Building. This is in recognition for her tireless 
efforts at raising money for all those things that add value 
to our recovery communities and services.

In these times of austerity and shrinking budgets it is people 
like Jenny who ensure that we are still able offer all those 
extra things that make a difference. The things that support 
the building of recovery communities such as activities like 
yoga classes and that ensure services can take a risk with 
new innovations and pilots.

Women in Business Worldwide note that our sector can 
be one of the “most challenging” and that is certainly true. 
Although service users see the people working in services 
there are people like Jenny who contribute such a lot to 
our services but who are not always seen.

Investors in People

We are delighted to announce that after completing an 
Investors in People review and assessment, that having 
previously been a Bronze standard holder we have this year 
been awarded the Silver standard. The review assessment 
included interviews with employees, and on line survey, 
observation of meetings and scrutiny of data, policies 
and plans.

“The assessment came at a time of great change for ADS 
so it was a tremendous achievement to be awarded the 
silver standard. It shows just what high quality the people 
who work for ADS are.” 

Tim Young Chief Executive 

ISO 9001

This year we successfully upgraded our ISO 9001 quality 
mark to put us in line with the latest version. The standard 
is audited annually to ensure continual improvement.

CHAS

In order to demonstrate a continuing commitment to 
providing a safe and healthy workplace and working 
environment for all our employees, volunteers, students on 
placement, service users and visitors we have successfully 
renewed our Contractors Health and Safety Assessment 
Scheme (CHAS) certification. This is a significant scheme 
promoting the benefits of effective Health and Safety 
within industries and business. 

1 2

We demonstrate a commitment to Quality 

through implementing and updating its systems 

to ensure continual improvement across the 

whole of the organisation.

 _
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Simon struggled with addiction 

for over 20 years

 _

 _

It felt like the fog had been lifted.

On his last release from prison he came to Foundations, 
our service in Grimsby. When he arrived Simon’s goal 
was to be “out of treatment as soon as possible.”

After settling in and stabilising on medication Simon 
said “it felt like the fog had been lifted.” He was offered 
a place on a group programme, which at first he was 
reluctant to attend but once he tried it he quickly felt it 
was helpful. People sharing recovery journeys helped 
him talk about his own addiction. Simon continued 
with the group programme and began to reduce off 
his methadone. He said that it was hard coming off 
but being with people with a shared understanding 
of cravings and triggers really made a difference and 
with their support he began to develop ways to cope 
with life’s ups and down without turning to drugs.

Simon began to rebuild his life and to develop a 
network of friends and support outside the service. 
He started volunteering at Harbour Place food kitchen 
and Probation service and was then put forward as a 
peer mentor with Foundations. As a peer mentor 
Simon volunteered with Foundations four times a 
week to support others, sharing his experiences 
of addiction and recovery and offering advice.

Service users who had known Simon before he came 
to Foundations were truly shocked to see how far he 
had come in his recovery he was a role model and 
evidence that recovery is real and possible.

As his confidence grew Simon felt happy applying 
for jobs and was successful in getting a full time 
permanent position.
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Supporters 
of the Year

Valued Supporter of the Year Award 

Foundations were approached in December 2016 by 
We are One Foundation asking if we would like to 
accept some donations for Christmas boxes for our 
service users. Thinking that we would only receive a 
handful the service said yes and thought no more of 
it. A few hours later they returned with box after box 
and soon we could fill the table in the back office and 
the reception desk. They have supported Foundations 
ever since supplying food parcels each week. For all 
their help and support they were presented with our 
Valued Supporter of the Year Award at our recent staff 
conference. (Photo 1).

Supporters

We would once more like to thank all of our supporters 
who have helped us over the year. In order to recognise 
all of those who have given grants, donations or raised 
money through sponsorship and fundraising we have 
set up a roll of honour on the ADS website: 
ads-uk.org/support-us/a-big-thank-you/ 

Want to support us?

People raise funds for ADS in a whole range of 
different ways. Whether it’s being Elvis for a day 
like Lorraine, rock climbing like Jenny, doing a 
sponsored run like our girls at Foundations, making 
paint spirals at a local fete, doing a parachute jump 
like Matthew, organising a car wash, a school cake 
sale, a community jumble sale, or even an individual 
person running a marathon or doing a sponsored 
silence, we want to know about it! (Photo 2, 3 and 4).

And above all, we just want to say thank you once 
again for organising your event. Every penny you raise 
goes to help support people with substance misuse. 

It really does make a difference! Simply email 
giving@ads-uk.org

Donor of the Year Award

Throughout the year we receive donations from a 
variety of sources and each year we present an award 
for the valued donor of the year. The Hull & East Riding 
Charitable Trust are a local charity that has supported us 
over the last 3 years with donations towards our work. 
As a result of their continued support we have been 
able to offer many of the extra and innovative things 
that without donations would be unable to do. For their 
continued support we presented The Hull & East Riding 
Charitable Trust our Valued Donor of the Year Award 
at our recent staff conference. (Photo 5 and 6).
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There are some great people in the community 

who support our services and service users, 

and each year we celebrate this with an award 

for the valued supporter of the year.

For ideas for supporting us see our website for Up Coming Events go to: 
https://ads-uk.org/support-us/
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Innovation
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This year the East Riding Partnership ran a campaign 
to promote safe sex and harm minimisation over the 
festive period. The 'best dressed Christmas tree' has 
been a hit with service users, families and staff alike. 
(Photo 1)

Aspire has launched its Homeless Longreach project 
to work in partnership with agencies across Doncaster. 
The project supports vulnerable people identified 
as homeless, or at risk of homelessness, who are 
experiencing problems with drug or alcohol addiction 
or dependency, and want to make changes.  

A new Live Chat service has been launched to provide 
Doncaster people with easy access to drug and alcohol 
advice online. The new initiative has been introduced 
by Aspire, as a modern, interactive way to help people 
get support and information from its expert staff, and 
can be accessed on the Aspire website at www.aspire.
community.

The Juice Bar continues to offer advice on a range of 
Image and Performance Enhancing Drugs (IPED’s). 
The service is going from strength to strength and has 
established itself as a centre of expertise in the field. 
A roll out of our accredited training has been delivered 
to over 90 gym instructors and the service lead has 
offered advice to services across the region. 

Aspire’s Mexborough Hub is embedded in the local 
community enabling people to access to our services 
close to where they live. A part of the Mexborough 
Business Forum, a referral point for the food bank and 
providing physical health checks, vaccinations and 
blood tests and offering advice on housing, education 
and training, the hub plays a key role in the local 
community and how vital it is for to make it as easy as 
possible for them to get the help they need. (Photo 2)

Shona Bruno our Substance Misuse Social Worker 
had her article entitled “A Day in The Life of a Social 
Worker' published on The Adult Principle Social Worker 
Network. Visit the link below to view the article: 

https://adultpswnetwork.wordpress.
com/2017/03/14/a-day-in-the-life-of-a-substance-
misuse-social-worker/

1 2

Striving to improve services often means not 

being afraid to try something new

 
 _

Our 
Workforce

Supporting all those who make our services work

At ADS we understand that our workforce includes paid employees and volunteers 
who all contribute to the high quality services we deliver. We have a commitment to 
support the whole of our workforce and ensure opportunities for development and 
progression is available for all. This is demonstrated in the growth in the number and 
range of accredited qualifications we deliver each year.  

Accredited courses

Level 3 Tackling Substance Misuse 11 Certificates awarded

Mentoring and Peer Support 47 Certificates awarded

Mentoring Practice 2 Certificates awarded

Understanding Boundaries and Confidentiality 25 Certificates awarded

Substance Misuse Awareness 39 Certificates awarded

Alcohol Awareness 52 Certificates awarded

Drug Awareness 42 Certificates awarded

Current Issues in Psychoactive Substances Misuse 57 Certificates awarded

Steroid Awareness 35 Certificates awarded

Health & Safety Awareness in a Working Environment 10 Certificates awarded

Staff awards

Nominations were accepted and an awards committee met to consider the nominations. The awards were 
announced at the annual staff conference with each winner receiving a certificate and cash prize.

Category Winner

Innovation  ERP Goole

Supporting Developing Practice  Jo Morfitt (ERP)

Effective Team Working  Gaynor Millington (Aspire)

Most Effective Partnership Working  Joint between Aspire and ERP

Improving Service User Experience  Lydia Rice and the Doncaster Mentor Team
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April 2016

ASPIRE Doncaster 
It's a big day for us! As of today we are the new provider of 
Doncaster's Drug and Alcohol Services. 

East Riding Partnership 
It’s an exciting and busy time for us - our new East Riding service 
opened it's doors on 1 April.

ASPIRE Doncaster  
We're delighted to announce another group of learners have 
successfully graduated in levels one and two of our Aspire 
course. Congratulations on graduating!

Donation – The Middleton Fund 
A big thank you to our kind supporters The Middleton Fund for 
their recent donation towards our work.

ASPIRE Doncaster 
Service Users Marked Depression Awareness Week at New 
Beginnings today. 

General – ASYE Certificates 
Charlotte Altoft, Terri Wells and Gemma Banks receive their post 
graduate Social Work certificate for their Assessed and Supported 
Year in Employment (ASYE). 

 
May 2016

Donation - The Joseph and Annie Cattle Trust 
A great big thank you to our Donors of the Year 2015, The Joseph 
and Annie Cattle Trust for their continued support of our work by 
awarding ADS a further grant for 2016/17.

ASPIRE Doncaster  
Health staff and service users in Doncaster put their best feet 
forward to take part in a number of events to mark May’s National 
Walking Month.

East Riding Partnership  
Peer mentor led drop ins are launched – Service users can speak 
directly to a peer mentor and ask them about their experiences in 
services and recovery.  

ASPIRE Doncaster  
Professionals open day took place at Aspire Doncaster. 

Foundations North East Lincolnshire  
Some amazing art was produced by the Ladies group at 
Foundations in North East Lincolnshire. 

Donation – The Mollie Croysdale Trust  
A big thank you to The Mollie Croysdale Charitable Trust for their 
recent donation to our work. 

ASPIRE Doncaster  
A new group of our fantastic Peer Mentors in Aspire Doncaster 
graduated today. 

June 2016

Donation – The Rest Harrow Trust 
A big thank you to The Rest-Harrow Trust for their donation and 
continued support of our work!

Donation - The Incorporated Trustees of the Nunburnholme 
Trust  
Thank you to The Incorporated Trustees of the Nunburnholme 
Trust for their donation towards our allotment. 

Annual Staff Conference 
Our annual staff conference took place. Every Year we get 
together with partners, friends, mentors, volunteers and 
supporters to celebrate, share and laugh. 

ASPIRE Doncaster 
New Beginnings held an open day.

July 2016

ASPIRE Doncaster 
Live Chat Launched. 

General – Substance Misuse Conference 
Staff, peer support workers and volunteers from Aspire Drug and 
Alcohol Service attended Sheffield Hallam University’s Substance 
Misuse Conference to deliver workshops to social work students 
on a range of subjects including parental substance misuse and 
the role of medication in assisting recovery. 

ASPIRE Doncaster 
We held a grand launch event of our new hub in Mexborough.

Donation - The Normanby Charitable Trust 
A big thank you to The Normanby Charitable Trust for their kind 
donation towards our work! 

ASPIRE Doncaster 
Service users took part in indoor wall climbing activities in 
preparation for the recovery games.

August 2016

ASPIRE Doncaster 
The Annual Recovery Games 2016 took place.
 

September 2016

Investors in people Silver 
We were awarded Investors in People Silver standard.

ASPIRE Doncaster 
A 30-strong group of Doncaster people travelled to the north-
west to fly the flag for the borough at Europe’s largest public 
celebration of recovery from drug and alcohol problems.

October 2016

Drink and Drug News 
The Recovery Games made the front page of The national press 
Drink and Drug News. 

Sponsored run  
Paul Bryan from The East Riding Partnership took part in The 
Bridlington Half Marathon to raise funds for the service. 

Foundations North East Lincolnshire 
Foundations donate fruit and veg from their allotment to the 
Women's Centre in Grimsby.

Sponsored Hair Cut 
Amy Stamp raises money for ADS by having a sponsored hair cut.  

November 2016

ASPIRE – Well Bean Cafe  
Together Aspire, Flourish Enterprises and Rotherham, Doncaster 
and South Humber NHS Foundation Trust have a new project to 
support & mentor people back into the work place, by providing 
retail experiences in the Well Bean coffee shop, located at Tickhill 
Road Hospital main entrance. We are advertising for a catering 
support worker to support the project.

Sponsored Run 
Congratulations and a big thank you to Shayna Fletcher, Marie 
Norval, Lizzi Lamming and Lucy Campbell from Foundations who 
completed The Lunacy Race and raised money for ADS.

ASPIRE Doncaster 
A ‘Best Practice Event’ was held at New Beginnings as an 
information sharing and networking opportunity for volunteer peer 
mentors to build a recovery network across our communities. 
Teams from Barnsley, Sheffield, Grimsby and the East Riding 
attended.

Foundations North East Lincolnshire 
Foundations allotment won the 'Time to Shine' at The Marsh 
Awards.

Donation – The Michael Cornish Charitable Trust 
A big thank you to our 'Donors of the Year 2016', The Michael 
Cornish Charitable Trust for another kind donation towards the 
work of our charity.

December 2016

Donation – The Hull & East Riding Charitable Trust 
A big thank you to our ‘Donors of the Year 2017’, The Hull & East 
Riding Charitable Trust who once again donated funds towards 
our work.

Cavendish Care Certificate  
Congratulations to Rachel Turner who works in Aspire for 
achieving the Cavendish Care certificate. 

East Riding Partnership  
The East Riding Partnership ran a campaign to promote safe sex 
and harm minimisation over the festive period. The 'best dressed 
Christmas tree' was a hit with service users, families and staff 
alike.

January 2017

Donation – The Joseph Boaz Charity 
A big thank you to The Joseph Boaz Charity for their donation 
towards our work!

ASPIRE Doncaster 
Aspire launched its Homeless Longreach project to work in 
partnership with agencies across Doncaster to support vulnerable 
people identified as homeless, or at risk of homelessness, who 
are experiencing problems with drug or alcohol addiction or 
dependency, and want to make changes.

East Riding Partnership  
Many congratulations to Kevin, Simon and Clare from the East 
Riding who collected their Peer Mentor qualifications.

ASPIRE Doncaster 
Aspire Drug and Alcohol Services mentors in collect their 
qualifications.  

February 2017
 
ASPIRE Doncaster 
Aspire discuss alcohol harms with Caroline Flint MP and Ed 
Miliband.

ASPIRE Doncaster 
Sandra joins the Aspire team to support families as their loved 
one goes through detoxification.

Fundraising – Tre Amici 
ADS is to benefit from first charity single from Hull opera group 
Tre Amici. 8 charities will benefit from the single, including Cancer 
Research UK, the Teenage Cancer Trust and ADS - with the latter 
being chosen by Michael as his father, Tony Curtis, was addicted 
to heroin.

Donation – Recovery Games SASS & DMBC 
A massive thank you going out to Sheffield Alcohol Support 
Service for their fab donation of £500 for the #recoverygames 
appeal. DMBC £2,000.

March 2017

Foundations North East Lincolnshire
Staff from Foundations completed the 10k Normanby Hall 
obstacle race in aid of the service.
 
ASPIRE Doncaster
Paul Siddons of Aspire came in to share how he is using his 
experiences to assist others in the road to recover from drug 
and alcohol addiction . He runs Music Group which is a collective 
of musicians who are writing, singing and recording their own 
music.

East Riding Partnership
East Riding Partnership staff complete Opioid overdose & take 
home Naloxone training. This is a new initiative to keep patients 
safe.

ASPIRE – Doncaster 
We introduced our new Wellbeing drop in at Aspire Mexborough 
Hub.

Foundations North East Lincolnshire
Foundations staff raised £100 for Comic Relief with a cake sale, 
wearing red for the day and a say a cheesy joke cheese event.

Timeline
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Financial  
Management

Introduction 

The economic environment has been challenging 
over recent years with competition growing, funding 
reducing and a commissioning approach increasingly 
characterised by the use of commercial tendering 
mechanisms. In order to react to this changing 
landscape the ADS has invested to build up the skills 
and resources to thrive. As reported last year the 
benefits of this investment would be realised during 
2016/17.

Income 

The income of the ADS has seen a significant increase 
this year with overall income increasing by 64.67% 
at £2,510,650 (2016/17 £1,524,644). The increase 
has been as a result of successful tendering for a 
significant contract.

Expenditure 

The majority of the ADS’s funding is Restricted, in that 
the income is required to be expended on specific 
services that are contracted. Expenditure in 2016/17 
amounted to £2,365,173 (2015/16 £1,556,387). Whilst 
most of this is pay costs there has been an investment 
in up skilling key posts and resourcing the organisation 
to meet the challenges of the current economic 
environment. The great majority of these costs relate 
primarily to the operational staff, and the ADS continue 
to minimise management and administration costs and 
demonstrate best value to commissioners. In order to 
ensure this is transparent to purchasers a direct charge 
of 10% is levied on all contracts. 

Balance sheet

There has been no significant change in the fixed 
assets of the ADS. In order to maximise interest 
earned cash in hand is managed through an automatic 
transfer between cash on deposit and cash in the 
current account. The balance of cash held across 
all accounts at the year-end was £883,026 (2015/16 
£661,422). This year the charity continued to invest 
in line with the investment strategy and fundraising 
policy generating additional income. 

Corporate governance, risk management and 
reserves policy

The ADS Trustees have given consideration to the 
major risks to which the Charity is exposed and to the 
systems designed to mitigate those risks. The ADS 
has an experienced Management Board, principally 
drawn from senior figures in commerce, health and 
the criminal justice system, which has ably supported 
its growth.

The Management Board oversees and approves 
the overall strategy and management of the ADS 
and meets six times a year, reviewing business 
developments and agreeing policy with the 
Executive Team.

The Chief Executive is responsible for day to day 
control of operations and the performance of the 
ADS. The Chief Executive has also set in place 
operational controls over service provision, to ensure 
that employees are trained and working to proper 
standards.

An annual Business and Finance Strategy review is 
carried out, and from this an Action Plan is completed 
and agreed by the Board. The plan sets out priorities 
for new service opportunities and funding. The ADS 
prepares detailed budgets and monthly management 
accounts, and the performance of each cost centre 
is monitored against budget by the budget holder 
supported by a management accountant. The 
Management Board monitor performance against the 
global budget.

In order that the ADS is compliant with Charity 
Commission guidelines, and to enable it to deal with 
any issues arising from short-term fluctuations in 
funding and/or cash flow, the Board sets a minimum 
reserves target. This target has been achieved and 
maintained. The mechanism for calculating the 
minimum reserves target sits within a comprehensive 
reserves policy that is reviewed annually. 

The overall finance strategy is delivered through a 
range of annual plans and policies ensuring the delivery 
of the charity’s objectives. This balanced approach has 
enabled the investment in capacity and infrastructure 
alongside traditional investments and a business 
case approach through which additional income is 
generated while enhancing the charity’s ability to 
deliver its objectives. 

Outlook

The service is in a sound financial position and the 
recent investment has ensured that the structures, 
skills and resources are in place to control and manage 
expansion and development going forward.

The operational management structure and systems 
reflect this and they are sufficiently robust to manage 
and sustain development in the future. Alongside 
this the charity has a robust planning structure which 
supports an ethos of continuous improvement and 
development to enable forward planning and ensure 
the Board is able to continue to govern the agency 
effectively.

The ADS is well placed to build on its core areas and 
further develop and expand its services in the region.  
It has a growing reputation locally for providing a 
quality service, with a pro-active and experienced 
management team, supported by an active, 
professionally focused Management Board.

_
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